Bilby is
Part of This Country
and for Everybody
Cultural report about Bilbies and the Ninu Festival, Kiwirrkura, 2016
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Jimmy Brown performs a
Ninu song with dance
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Figure 1 Participants of the Ninu Festival at Kiwirrkura 2016
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Thanks to the Kiwirrkura community and the Tjamu Tjamu Aboriginal Corporation
for welcoming us to their country. We honor the elders who care for this country
now and those of the past too. Today, we care for culture, animals and our
country to hold it for the future of children –everybody’s children.
There are photos of senior people in this report. Please show others carefully in
respect of people who may have passed away.

About this report: Summary
We have to save the Bilby because we’ll be saving ourselves and our kids. The
Bilby is us. Nardi Simpson, Yuwaalayaay woman, Bilba totem, Walgitt region,
NSW and Taronga Zoo Education Officer
This report is from the Ninu Festival, Kiwirrkura 2016. It is for people who took
part and everyone elsewhere who is interested in the Bilby or Ninu. It takes all of
us to know and care for Australia’s special animals. The Festival brought together
Aboriginal rangers, traditional owners, Bilby custodians, scientists and others
involved in landcare and land management.
Aboriginal languages were spoken at Kiwirrkura but English was the common and
dominant language. The report is written in plain English with some Aboriginal
languages. There are photos from the Kiwirrkura event and photos showing Bilby
in other places.
The Bilby is a beautiful animal known to many Australians. Some children know it
as the chocolate Easter Bilby, others know it from zoos, you may know it from
books or stories told by old people. Once upon a time, the Bilby was found in
many places across inland Australia.

Bilby is a very important animal for Aboriginal people. Its common name comes
from the Yuwaalayaay word, Bilba. Aboriginal languages have different names for
Bilby. At Kiwirrkura, the animal is called ‘Ninu’. Unusually, many languages have a
separate name for the Ninu’s tail because it was super valuable.
Like most Australian animals, Bilby was a meat animal because Aboriginal people
needed food. The Ninu tail was made into body decorations that revealed the
beauty and virility of women and men. Bilby were also a part of Tjukurrpa stories
that connect people to places and people to each other along songlines.
This report focuses on cultural features of Ninu and indicates its significance to
Aboriginal people. Talks by Aboriginal speakers and their collaborators have been
compiled. This report goes with one by Rachel Paltridge ‘What did we learn from
the 2016 Ninu Festival’ which is a manual of technical information.
Ninu is a threatened animal. Tragically, some call it ‘the last one standing’ of more
than 25 mammals found in Australia’s deserts. Aboriginal knowledge about Ninu
is also threatened; old people who pass away take with them experiences,
memories and practices that were vital to the care of desert lands. To learn,
record and apply this knowledge is a serious task for rangers and others.
This may be the first time that cultural informal has been compiled in one report
related to Ninu or Bilby. This comes from a shallow dig into archives and interview
records. We could dig deeper to learn more about the importance of the Bilby to
Aboriginal people – and so – all Australians.
What do you and your countrymen and women know about the Ninu, Bilby or
whatever it is called in your language? Throughout this report are questions that
may help people to talk, look and learn more.
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Actions to do: Recommendations



These recommendations are from the final summary session of the Kiwirrkura
workshop. The main themes from that session are the headings below with a
‘general’ theme added. The actions are also drawn from other statements and
presentations. The full ‘What are we going to do when we go home and back to
our country’ points are in an end section of this report. These complement
recommendations in the report by Rachel Paltridge.



General












Act on the principle that culture needs to be at the heart of conservation
Recognise that ‘culture’ including language, traditional knowledge and old
practices are, like the Bilby, threatened so need special attention
Use, share and reinforce memories, stories, media and lessons of the 2016
Kiwirrkura Ninu festival with participants, rangers, traditional owners and
others.
Support Aboriginal traditional owners, rangers and land managers to learn
about, care for and manage the Bilby populations that remain on their lands
In Bilby-related programs, expand the involvement of Aboriginal people in
regions including where the species is extinct but is a totem or important.
Develop projects that allow Aboriginal people, rangers and others to reconnect, re-learn and re-engage with the species and each other.
Amongst Aboriginal custodians of areas where Ninu populations persist,
invest at least equivalent resources into Aboriginal people and their
traditionally-derived knowledge and practices related to Bilby as into
scientific records, monitoring and practices.






Investigate through cross-cultural partnerships the feasibility of reintroductions to appropriate and managed areas where there are people with
strong commitments to the species.
Improve two-way learning so traditional owners and scientists can collaborate
to better integrate Aboriginal knowledge with science-derived knowledge.
Consider funds and hosting of a similar desert-wide ‘festival’ or workshop for
another species in a few years (not annually). Survey traditional owners and
rangers to identify focal species. Those suggested by traditional owners for a
desert-wide workshop have included: Australian Bustard, Mallee-fowl, Mala,
Dingo, Black-footed Rock Wallaby.
Invest to support intergenerational teaching and learning about species with
their cultural, public and scientific values i.e. space and time for older
knowledgeable people to teach up interested younger people. This is URGENT
as those older people are passing away.
Recognise that what is done by regional people to care for the animals will
vary between regions; diversity of knowledge and practice is important.
Recognise that Bilby are related to other animals and plants so identify in a
region the species that rangers and traditional owners think are important to
work on. These species may be important current resource species (bush
food, medicine, meat food, totemic) or important recent species that have
disappeared (e.g. Mala).

Aboriginal culture, knowledge and practices




Expand understanding of what ‘traditional’ or ‘culturally-derived’ knowledge
and practices involve amongst rangers, younger Aboriginal people and their
support staff
Continue to document Aboriginal information about Bilby and related animals
and make this available to local people and others where appropriate.
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Learn from and apply elsewhere recent Ngaanyatjarra approaches to Ninu
knowledge and practices elsewhere. (summary below from Ngaanyatjarra
people and Tjirrkarli community members 2012 p25)



















Invite a range of generations from great grandmothers and
grandfathers to children
Work in language with experienced interpreters
Physically travel the Tjukurrpa of the Ninu
Camp and sit at sites and places associated with Ninu
Support older people to pass on knowledge to youngerpeople
Offer new ways for younger and older people to learn including
drawings and art
Record narratives in language and translate them
Make a book for school kids and for city kids
Use that book as a resource in the schools
Make connections between traditional owners who hold Tjukurrpa for
the animals

Synthesise existing Aboriginal information about Bilby and related animals.
There is a lot in grey literature, museums and elsewhere to compile.
Synthesise information related to: language names and narratives, kin and
family associations, artworks related to Bilby, cultural site and habitat
locations, uses of Bilby (meat, tails), ecology terms for habitats, descriptions
In collaborative ways, write a Bilby and related animals book useful to
Aboriginal rangers, species custodians and a wider audience. Notably, there
are few or no books about Aboriginal knowledge of a species yet there are
many science-derived books about species (e.g. Bandicoots, Red kangaroo,
Dingo).
Organise and conduct skills development workshops including in tracking
(incl. species track recognition, surfaces, time of day, animal behaviour)
Collaborate to compile Australia-wide maps of cultural features of Bilby.

Awareness and education







Recognise that most Aboriginal rangers want and need to learn and work with
the cultural knowledge of species as well as the western science derived
knowledge and practices.
Investigate feasibility of a web-cam set-up within a Bilby enclosure so as live
feed is accessible to Aboriginal people for whom the species is a totemic
ancestor and for other interested people.
Engage with schools and curricula to help school children learn about Bilby,
threatened species and their cultural and ecological importance
Incorporate live-feed video and other multi-media of Bilby to nurture young
people’s interests

Rangers and ranger programs



Increase or maintain resources and commitments to Aboriginal rangers
Support and resource ranger groups to manage and care for natural in situ
populations of Bilby and related species

Data





Collaboratively discuss the incorporation of published cultural information on
Bilby into national data bases such as the Atlas of Living Australia (ALA).
Incorporate traditionally-derived Aboriginal knowledge, practices and
exchanges into the Bilby Blitz survey methods e.g. prioritise surveys around
drives from place to place on country doing visual road-based observation
before quadrat observations; survey as track to hunt; record habitat names
and country-based features
Develop large (e.g. 5 x 2 m) permanent maps printed to whiteboard where
rangers can add information like fire scars, new threatened species sighting
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Why a Ninu Festival? To share, connect, care for
and manage country together
These were some of the aims presented to open the Ninu festival. These
complement other aims written in the report by Rachel Paltridge.







To meet and make connections amongst people who care for their land, the
Bilby and other animals
To share and learn from each other –older people, knowledgeable people, the
rangers, the coordinators, the scientists, the funders, the government people
To the Aboriginal rangers – so when you leave the Festival you know more
and feel stronger in the work you to care for and manage Bilbies
To those visitors – so you leave knowing more about desert Aboriginal groups
and what programs are better going to support them
To benefit Bilbies, related animals, their country and your countries
– To add to a better future where Bilby and other animals are here for
children to see, learn about and respect

Why did you come for the Ninu
Festival at Kiwirrkura? What have you
told other people about it?
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Introduction to the festival: Tjiturruru - A site for Ninu
In visiting, Tjiturruru or other Ninu sites. we learn or
remember the Bilby as a Being who, through the Tjukurrpa,
changes its form from physical animal to Other being. By
knowing about Bilby in this way, we focus on them, we think
about, learn and get a feeling for the animal.

By visiting Tjiturru, we honour its custodians and their ancestors. We honoured
Eileen Napaljarri, her father and other custodians who have passed away. There is
a detailed story for Tjiturrurr but it could not be shared publicly. The
anthropologist, David Brooks, has a record that describes the site, its dreaming,
its mythology, economic and historical significance, ownership and more (D.
Brooks Notebook 5, pp 21,138-141).

Aboriginal cultural sites associated with Ninu Bilby are scattered across Australia.
One Ninu site called Tjiturrurr (or Tjiturrulungu) is about 100 km east of
Kiwirrkura near the Western Australian – Northern Territory border. In opening
the Ninu festival, custodians for Tjiturrulungu and surrounding country met there
with people who travelled from the east.

Through the Tjukurrpa, Bilby of one place are related by Tjukurrpa to those Ninu
in another place and another place and so on along lines that cross the country.
So custodians in one place can make connections to custodians in other places.
They do this through their responsibilities to look after the sites, songs and stories
for the animals. Sharing these animals and their stories helps to connect people
over thousands of kilometres.
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Tjiturruru - A site for Ninu and Ninu burrow. We see how the shape of a sacred site (left) can inform and remind us about the shape of the burrow (right) where the
physical animal lives.
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Why save the Bilby? Ninu a very special animal for Aboriginal people and All Australians
Ninu is important for Anangu, for us mob, for everybody. (Sally Butler)

Are Bilbies special to you? Why?

The Australian government is committed to saving the Bilby from extinction.
(Gregory Andrews, Australian Threatened Species Commissioner )
We need to save the Bilby to keep Australia alive. To keep our connections alive.
(Kirsty Hargraves, Wiradjuri Western Plains Zoo)
It’s an iconic animal that a new generation wants to see. (Leonie Anderson,
Birriliburu)
We need to save the Bilby. They are extinct soon. All rangers need to work
together and get the Bilbies back in Australia. (Aquinas Nardi, Ngangumarta)
The Bilby is the last arid zone Bandicoot left. It needs our attention. (Stuart
Dawson, Murdoch Uni)

Custodians of Ninu at Jupiter Well 2000 and Punmu 2008

The Bilby is part of me. Part of this country. It makes my feeling so happy. The
Bilby is on the country. I’m with him. My connection with the country. Me and the
Bilby got one country to go walking. (Rita Cutter, Birriliburu)
We have to save the Bilby because we’ll be saving ourselves and our kids. The
Bilby is us.” (Nardi Simpson, Yuwaalayaay, Bilba totem, Walgitt region, NSW and
Taronga Zoo Education Officer)
We’ve got to look after the Ninu. The Brush tail possum has gone. The Burrowing
bettong is gone. The Bilby is the only one left. The Rufous hare wallaby has gone.
The Pantawinta is gone. The possum is gone. The Northern quoll is gone. We’ve
got to look after the Ninu. (Noelia Ward, Kiwirrkura)

Australian school children and sponsors support the 'Save the Bilby' campaign

Scientists recognise that the loss of Bilbies and the burrows it creates could
contribute to the loss of other desert animals (Martin Dziminksi, WA Park)
Look after it to keep the Bilby alive. For future generations. (Man)
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Kiwirrkura region and the people who introduced us to their country
The Ninu Festival was held at Kiwirrkura because Aboriginal
experts in Ninu ecology and tracking live at Kiwirrkura. Ninu is
one Pintupi name for Bilby. Populations of Ninu live close to
Kiwirrkura community. There are Ninu Tjukurrpa places
nearby.
Central Desert Native Title Services (CDNTS) supports Kiwirrkura people and the
Kiwirrkura Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) program. CDNTS employs Kate
Crossing who was one organiser of the Ninu Festival. The Kiwirrkura IPA plan
writes that traditional owners and their staff will look after plants and animals,
especially threatened species, bush foods and bush medicines
Kiwirrkura Traditional Owners are Pintupi, Mantjiltjara, Kukatja and other
language speakers. They have lived on their land in the Tjukurrpa (Dreaming) and
to the present day. The Tjukurrpa (Law) and associated cultural and ecological
knowledge and practices underpin ways that Kiwirrkura traditional owners look
after and manage their country today.
The Kiwirrkura region was one of the last areas in Australia where bush people
lived before they encountered white people and settled. Until the 1950s and 60s,
many older Kiwirrkura people lived a hunter-gatherer lifestyle in the area.
Traditionally-derived skills - such as teaching others, patch burning, reading
tracks, collecting and using bush medicines and foods; and knowledge of water

places, plants, animals and habitats - are all grounded in this history and
experience.
Kiwirrkura outstation was established at a water bore in 1982. It is a small
settlement in deep in Western Australia. It is 1,200 km east of Port Hedland and
700 km west of Alice Springs. It has been described as the most remote
community in Australia. About 200 people live at Kiwirrkura.
Their native title was recognised in 2001. Then the Kiwirrkura Indigenous
Protected Area (IPA) was declared in 2014. The IPA covers 43,000 square
kilometres over the Gibson and Great Sandy Deserts bioregions. The IPA extends
from the northern edge of Lake Mackay - Wilkinkara - in Northern Territory, south
to Lake Macdonald - Karrkurutitja and roughly 300 kilometres west into Western
Australia.
Kiwirrkura people’s land includes spinifex covered sand plains (wirrini) and dunes
(tali). It is home to threatened species, including the Bilby (Ninu), Great desert
skink (Tjalapa), Brush-tailed mulgara (Murrtja), Northern marsupial mole
(Kakarratulpa) and Princess parrot (Kilkintari). Many bush foods, medicines and
precious species can be found on the IPA.

What did you see at Kiwirrkura or in the country around Kiwirrkura that
interested you?
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Who visited Kiwirrkura and where did they come from
Many strong people from different places across Australia
travelled to Kiwirrkura for the Ninu event. They came from
Western Australia, the Northern Territory, South Australia,
Canberra and New South Wales.

Who did you meet? Where were they from? What did you learn from
them? Why did they interest you?

All up there were about 120 visitors and about 30 motor cars at Kiwirrkura. The
Wongotha Goldfields Land and Sea rangers drove from near Kalgoorlie to
Kiwirrkura in three days! As we travel, many of us look for familiar plants and
animals which helps to feel connected to new places and different country. We
camped at Kiwirrkura for a week.
Aboriginal people from many language groups were at the Festival. More than
seven Western Desert and other languages were spoken. Aboriginal English was
spoken. All scientists, the facilitator and staff were English speakers. Patrick Green
was the Pintupi interpreter. No qualified interpreters or translators were there.
There were times when people could not understand each other. This report is
written in English. It includes Australian languages where there are texts
available.
The organisers mostly invited Aboriginal rangers who had Ninu on their country
today. These are people who have a big job to look after the remaining Ninu
families or populations. But there were other Aboriginal people who came
because they have strong associations with Ninu. They remember Ninu being on
their country or because Ninu is a totem animal for them. Sadly, on some
Aboriginal lands the physical animal may have been lost, gone elsewhere or
finished up. People may no longer have the ‘physical’ animal on their country but
they believe it is still there in other forms. People may hold memories of the
animal, feelings for it and/or Tjukurrpa (dreamings) for it. Scientists generally
think about and work with the physical animal.
18

Aboriginal people from about 12 language groups were at the Festival. It was like a United Nations event.
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Participating ranger groups

Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation

Central Desert Native Title Services
Kiwirrkura Rangers
Birriliburu Rangers

Goldfields Land and Sea Council
Kalgoorlie Rangers
Norseman Rangers

Kanyirninpa Tjukurrpa
Punmu Rangers
Parnngurr Rangers

APY Land Management
Warru Rangers

Ngaanyatjarra Council
Blackstone Rangers
Warburton Rangers
Warakurna Rangers

Nyangumarta Rangers and Traditional Owners

Walgett Aboriginal Lands Council
Narran Lakes Nature Reserve Co-Management Committee

Kimberley Land Council
Ngurrara Rangers
Karajarri Rangers
Nyul Nyul Rangers
Gooniyandi Rangers
Paruku Kumirrki Rangers
Nyamba Buru Yawuru Ltd
Yawuru Country Managers
Central Land Council
Warlpiri Rangers, North Tanami IPA
Warlpiri Rangers, South Tanami IPA
Maru Waranyo Ankkul Rangers
Anmatyerr Rangers
Kintore Traditional Owners
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Participating funding, scientist and wildlife organisations
Indigenous Desert Alliance
The Australian Government’s National Landcare Program
The Nature Conservancy
Taronga Zoo
Country Needs People / Pew Charitable Trusts
Save the Bilby Fund
Bush Heritage Australia
Territory NRM
Rangelands NRM
WA Department of Parks and Wildlife
Dreamworld
WWF Australia
Environs Kimberley
Desert Wildlife Services
CSIRO
Threatened Species Commissioner
NT Department of Land Resource Planning
Ten Deserts / Arid Land Environment Centre
Red Kangaroo Books
Ecological Horizons
Envisage Environment Services
Adelaide University
Melbourne University
Murdoch University
Charles Darwin University
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People who made opening comments

Custodians, traditional owners and people with strong associations with Ninu. Many opening statements were in language and are yet to be translated to English.
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Ninu – An animal of many names with meanings
Across Australia, Aboriginal people speak or relate to the
languages of their ancestors. Many people are proud of their
languages and talk to keep them strong despite English as the
colonial and dominant language. Plants and animals have their
own names in different languages. Species that are useful,
important or valuable are named. There can be many
meanings in a name.
Women rangers and Traditional Owners are planning on why and how to protect
Bilbies in Ngurrara country. The older people encourage the rangers to use more
language names in the data that is collected (Chantelle Murray pdf).

A paper ’Aboriginal knowledge of the mammals of the Central Deserts’ (Burbidge
et al 1988:20) records many names for Bilby. It lists for 29 Central Desert
Aboriginal dialects or languages about 97 names for Bilby; these include
synonyms or similar names so they may not all be different. Some will be the
same as names listed below during the Ninu festival.
There is more that could be done to compile records of Bilby names and context
sentences from the many languages groups across its past and present range.
Given the past distribution of Bilby across Aboriginal language groups there may
be more than fifty Aboriginal names. When Aboriginal people see their language
name for an animal they feel more connected to the animal.

One Aboriginal language may have several names for one animal. There may be
several spellings of a name due to different alphabets used (orthographies).
People are often fluent in several languages; they can switch between names.
We used the name Ninu for the festival in respect to Kiwirrkura people and
Pintupi, the language of the country where we met. At the Ninu Festival, we had
printed on t-shirts some other names for Ninu people that people had told us. We
invited everyone to add other names for the animal. More than twenty-two
Aboriginal names were recorded for the one animal and four English names.
Ted Fields and Nardi Simpson told us that the Australian common name Bilby
comes from the Ullaroi/Yuwaalaraay name Bilba or Bilba bilba in plural. For them,
this relation to their ancestral language helps to keep the animal strong even
though its physical form is no longer found on their county. It was interesting to
learn that one Australian common name derives from an Aboriginal language.
Another common name is Dalgite from the Nyungar/Nyoongar name – Dalgayt.
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Language group and
area

Bilby and related names

Pintupi
Great Sandy Desert
Pintupi
Great Sandy Desert
Warlpiri
Tanami desert
Warlpiri, eastern

Ninu, Natari, Taaalku, Kuninka

Manjilyjarra, Martu
wangka
Martu dialect

Mankarr

Martu at Birriliburu

Muntalngaku *

Ngaanyatjarra
Warburton region
Warlmanpa
(NNW Tennant Creek)
Anmatyerr
(Ti Tree region)

Marrura, Ninu

Pitjantjatjara
South Australia
Yankunytjarra

Ninu

Walmajarri

Nyalku/Nyarlku/Nyarlgoo
Kurrmili

Walmajarri at Ngurrara

Mirtuluju

Ullaroi/Yuwaalayaay
NW NSW

Bilba

Kimberley language
names

Nyarlku/ Nyarlgu, Nyarlgoo, Nyarlku,
Nalgo, Nalgo,-midi, Jitarru/Jidardu,,
Kurmili, , Kurrmili, Mirtulurtu,
Birndirdiri, Yawuri, Gurmin

To be determined

Yinpu

To be determined

Nirlyari

To be determined

Jawinji

To be determined

Jirrartu

Kimberley language

Birndirdiri

Patiri ~ bandicoot’s tail
Walpajirri
Pingki-tawutawu

Kulkawalu

Warrikirti
Angkay

Tjalku

Bilby and bilby tail names from other Central Australian
languages
Alyawarr
(Sandover)
Arrernte
(Alice Springs region)
Western, Central,
Western C. Strehlow

Ahert

Arrernte
(Alice Springs region)

Alpirte, Alpitye

Kayteye
(Barrow Creek region)
Kayteye
(Barrow Creek region)
Jingulu & Mudburra

Artnangke

Ahert, Kere Aherte
Kere angkaye
Ngkaye, Kere ngkaye
Inkaia Albitja

Alpite
Yarningki
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(Elliott region)
Kuwarri
(Elliott region)
Alekerange area
Nyungar/ Nyoongar
SW WA
Antikirinya
Port Augusta
Ooldea

Yalbawurrini
Jawinji, Walpajirri, Nini, Ngarlaparaji,
Pingki-tawu-tawu all the same animal.
Dalgayt/ Dalgyte/Dalgite/Dol-goitch
Malku (Bilby or possibly Bilby-tail)
Milbu (Bilby tail)

Bilby and bilby tail names from other languages
Common English names
Australia-wide

Bilby, Greater bilby, Rabbit-eared
bandicoot, Dalygte, Peragale

Scientific Linnaean
International

Macrotis lagotis

What names do your old people call Bilby? What other names do you
know? What are the meanings within these names?

Bilby names in dictionary records
Language speakers, dictionaries and old records help us to
learn more about animals. These old records tell us more
about people’s relations to Bilby.
Dictionaries have animal names and often sentences too. There is important
information about Ninu in these sentences.
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Here are examples of some sentences translated from the local language to
English. Ideally, the language would be included to respect traditional owners and
their languages. This is not possible within the constraints of this report
Word meanings reveal many things. For example, there are sites or places on
country that hold the same local name as a Bilby e.g. Marrura, Tjalku, Nyarlku.
And there were old people whose bush names were the same name as for Bilby.
A dictionary can show new information. For example, in Arandic languages there
were different words for the Bilby and for its tail. This is unusual as few animals
have a separate ‘tail’ word. This uniqueness suggests that the Bilby tail was really
important. More about that later.
The Kayteye entry describes how a Bilby was cut up which is important as
Aboriginal people have special protocols to butcher and share animal parts. Even
when people don’t eat such animals nowadays this information tells them about
the animal’s role in hunting and food sharing.
Here are some examples of translated sentences about Bilbies from a few
dictionaries. There are many other dictionaries that could be searched for more
names, sentences and information.
Marrura, Ninu - Honey ants are the Bilby’s favourite food (lit. The Bilby is the boss
of the honey ants). He eats them all up. (Ngaanyatjarra dictionary, Glass and
Hackett 2003:153)
Bilba Bilby. Fred Reece said they were common in the Yuwaalayaay area in the
early 1900s. Possible source of English ‘Bilby’.
Dhuluun.gayaa Bilby. Ian Sim said words may be based on dhulu (stick) because
the Bilby carries its tail up stiffly like a stick when running; gayaa may relate to the

Bilby’s preference for sandy country. (Gamilaraay Yuwaalaraay Yuwaalayaay
Dictionary (Anna Ash, John Giacon and Amanda Lissarrague, IAD Press 2003)
Ahert - The Bilby is meat that the olden time people used to eat. We haven’t seen
the Bilby. The poor old Bilby has disappeared. (Alyawarra dictionary, Green 1992)
Ahert, Kere Aherte - Aboriginal people used to kill Bilbies and eat them. People do
sometimes even now. The Bilby meat is good. When you eat the Bilby you cook it
like this. You make the fire and when the flame is big you get the Bilby and throw
it on to burn the hairs off. After that you scrape the burnt hairs off then cook it in
hot ashes. (Arrernte dictionary, Henderson and Dobson 1994:51)
Alpirte, Alpitye - The furry white tip of a Bilby’s tail. Traditionally used to make a
head dress. (the word also refers to types of small flowering plants) (Eastern
Arrernte dictionary, Henderson and Dobson 1994:100)
Inkaia albitja - bandicoot (the size of a rabbit whose tails are worn by the women)
{tails = albitja} Carl Strehlow (Dictionary unpublished c. 1909)
Artnangke - The Bilby is good meat to eat. The Bilby eats witchetty grubs, lives in a
hole and carries its babies like the kangaroo. It is gutted, cooked and prepared in
the same way as kangaroo but with its tail left on. The way it is cut up is different
from kangaroo, it is cut up in the same way as rabbit; the head is cut up first then
the body straight down the middle, leaving it in two halves. (Kaytyeye dictionary,
Turpin 2012: 221)
Alpite - People use the Bilby tail tip for decoration in lots of different types of
ceremonies. They make themselves flash like a Queen. (Kaytyeye dictionary,
Turpin 2012: 87)

What dictionary records are there for Bilby in your languages?
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Selected talks from participants
Following are five presentations by Aboriginal speakers. These are from
Aboriginal lands that are far apart in the NT, WA and SA.

About Nyarlku (aka Kurrmili) from Walmajarri Animals
book
Shirley Yoomarie and Evelyn
Clancy read text from their book
‘Walmajarri plants and animals’.
Special points in their talk are
about the taste of Bilby meat,
the foods Nyarlku eat (which
influence their taste), the hard
work to dig them out, their
special tails, a creation story and
creation site and a skin name for
Nyarlku.

There are still quite a lot around. When they are chased they run in a zig-zag
motion and are difficult to catch, when caught they can bite you on the hand.
Sometimes they hop a little like a kangaroo. When digging them out of their
burrows it would sometimes take a long time and involve a lot of digging to a
deep level.
The long tails were used in the past as decoration during certain ceremonies.
Sometimes they are now worn in cowboy hats.
There is a powerful creation story about Nyarlku taking the Jakurli (pearl-shell) to
the coastal areas near Broome. One of the areas on the lake short north of Kiji is
called Nyarlku. This is the site of an important story about pearl shell during the
creation period.
Recently they have been photographed at night by the Paruku IPA rangers using
automatic cameras that are triggered by movement.
Nyarlku is the most commonly used Walmajarri name, older people sometimes
use the name Kurrmili.
Nyarlku has the Jampijin skin. (From Doonday and others 2013 p167).

The flesh is eaten after roasting and it is
very tasty like rabbit meat. They like to eat roots and yams of many different
plants, but especially anything that is fleshy.
Nyarlku lives in burrows in sandy country, and during the hot part of the day they
stay underground where it is cool. At dusk they would come out and start looking
around. In the past it was eaten a lot but in recent times it has not been eaten
much by younger people.
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‘Bilby’ by Neil Hamaguchi
Neil Hamaguchi’s brilliant poem touches upon many topics in
the Bilby Festival and this report. Those topics include the
cultural roles and importance of Bilby, declines in Bilby
numbers due to different causes and the work of rangers.
Looking more deeply into the poem some of its topics are about the role of
Nyarlku in Tjukurrpa /Dreamtime stories, the creation of land and sea forms by
the actions of Dreamtime Bilby beings, the digging and nocturnal habits of the
Bilby and cultural reasons why they hide. Furthermore, Neil tells us that Bilbies

persist near Broome but their numbers are declining. Neil wrote of some reasons
why Bilbies are fewer including the coming of white people, clearing for
developments, buildings, fracking, wildfires, weed invasions and more. His poem
writes of the work of Aboriginal rangers who survey, observe and educate others.
He flags the reliance on funding to continue this work. It is a rich and clever poem.
Neil said some inspiration for his poem was from a story by Hanson Pye recorded
in the book ‘Desert Lake’.
(for opposite) Paruku Lake is Lake Gregory; Nyarlku is Bilby; guwan is pearl shell;
kartiya are white or European people; Walmajarri Yawuru, Nyulnyul, Karajarri,
Nykina, Gooniyandi are different Aboriginal language groups of the southern
Kimberley.
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Long ‘long ago, in the time of the snake, there was a lot happening around Paruku Lake.
Nyarlku the Bilby was up late at night, planning to do things that weren’t really right.
He crept in the water and took all the shell, went back to the shore and started digging like hell.
He dug and he dug ‘til he came to the coast, for the Walmajarri people would like him to roast.
He came to a beach in a beautiful bay – such a wonderful place, he decided to stay.
He took all his shells, put them into the Bay: Guwan is the name they’ve been given today.
Now Guwan was desired when kartiya came, and life in the Bay was never the same.
They came in their hundreds, then thousands then more, and built all their structures along the nice shore.
The plants and the animals now live in fear, and over the years they just disappear.
The Bilby is still here, still hiding away, still feeling guilty from that Dreamtime day.
Even today now he lives near the coast; he still doesn’t want to be somebody’s roast.
His favourite time is the dark of the night, so he’s rarely seen, he’s not keen on the light.
In the rest of the country his numbers are down and people report that he’s not much around.
But here in the Kimberley, from west to east, we’ve seen quite a few of these cute little beasts.
A few local people know they are here; even old Broome town they are living quite near.
Now the Rangers on Country have been going around, looking for Bilby where he can be found.
‘Progress’ is coming, we don’t know how fast – our poor little Bilbies could well be the last.
There’s clearing and fracking and fires and weeds, and foxes and cats just to finish the deed.
Now any person who’s living in town would not even think there’s Bilbies around,
But we on the country, we know they’re here; we go out at night – it’s daylight they fear.
We find tracks, scats and holes in the day, and we’ll cover the country from the Lake to the Bay
Yawuru, Nyulnyul, Karajarri the west, Nykina, Gooniyandi, Walmajarri the rest.
Now we’ll work and we’ll work ‘til our funding runs out to make you aware there’s Bilbies about.
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Gladys Nunarayi Brown Warlmanpa - Kanumaju Warrikirti (Poor thing Bilby)
The need for children to see animals which are part of their country and family
history is something which motivates many rangers and others who care for our
country. Looking more at Gladys’ text below, she also talks about the ecology of
Bilbies – what they eat, what eats them, their need for burnt patches, the effects
of cattle, the keeping of Bilby at the Alice Springs Desert Park and more.

Gladys Nunarayi Brown read in Warlmanpa about Warrikirti
(Bilby). Gladys offers us a special interpretation about the
importance of Warrikirti. She alludes to a deep problem - if the
animals are lost then children cannot have a chance to see
them so how will they know them?
Gladys is a Warlmanpa translator. Her father’s and mother’s countries are on the
North Karlantijpa Land Trust. They live at Karlumpurlpa, NNW of Tennant Creek.
Her presentation was the only one written and spoken in an Aboriginal language.
Many people congratulated her on that achievement.
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Kanumaju Warrikirti

Poor thing Bilby

Warrikirtima bandicoot-piya. Ngulyalu kalanya kantu kanjarrapurta, yalirlanyalu
kanya kantu parra-kumari. Warrikirtima ngaka panya yakalurla, nyanganyalu
yanunyjuku-kuma yakalurla.

The Bilby (Warrikirti) is like a bandicoot. They dig a burrow deep downwards,
where they avoid the sun (heat). Then the bilby goes out at night, looking for food
during the night. Some of the poor things are eaten by cats, dingoes, and dogs.

Kanu yangkama-janalu ngarninya, pujikatirlu, winkiwarnurlu kapi wanganirlu.

Warrikirti, whitefellas call them Bilbies, they eat leaves and small animals. Bilbies
dig for grubs and eat grass seed. Burnt grass patches are good for them, where
they look for and find food. Bilbies used to be widespread in other areas, these
days a few, there are a few now. Cats and dingoes have killed a lot of bilbies, and
they have made the country different with other leaves and plants. These days
there's no burnt grass for them now, nobody makes burnt patches for them. This
country where there's bullocks, rabbits and bilbies have come together, bullocks
have blocked those burrows.

Warrikirti, kartipanguma yirti-manya Bilbies. Ngarninyalu yama kapi witawita
kuyu. Warrikirtingumalu kalanya lajuku kapi ngarninya jirlwi wanpaka-warnu.
Winiwinima-jana partawurru ngulalu yalirlanya nyanganya yanunyju payingkapunganya. Warrikirtimalu maly-kangurra yangkangka ngurrangka muju, jalajalama
wikartu wikartulkulu kanya.
Pujikartirli kapi winkiwarnurlu-janalu pakarnurra tartuma warrikirtima kapi-janalu
yamangu kapi yangkangu wajirrkirlu, yangkaka yuluka manurra-janalu. Jalajalama
kulajana winilku, kula-jana nganarlu winiwini-manya. Milanya yulungka ngulalu
kanyanya puliki, pijarra warlmarimari kapi warrikirti ngulalu jinta-jangu, pulikingujanalu muru-manurra nyaninya ngulya. Kayilpa-janalu partawurru-manmi, walkulu
kanjinmi. Kayi walku, wal ngalu tatiyi palinyjinmi. Kulalu-janalu kurtukurtu-tarrarlu
nyanyjinmilku kayilu palimima, warrikirtima. Yangkama warrakidima-janalu
martanya kartipa-tarrangu. Martanya-janalu ngalu tartu-janyjinmi. Kayilu tartulku
kami, ngarrajanalu pina yanyjinmi partawurru yuluka winiwinika ngalu
partawurrurla kanyjinmi. Kartiparlumalu nyangu partawaurru yulumajana kakarni
yantija N Karlantijpa ALT partawurruwma.

If we make them [?], there won't be any. If [we do?] nothing, well they'll be all
finished. The children won't see them then when they will have finished, those
bilbies. Whitefellas are keeping other bilbies. They are keeping them so they'll
become numerous, when there are a lot they'll put them back in another area.
When they put them back in good country, country with burnt patches then
they'll improve. The whitefellas saw the country east [of Karlumpurlpa] across
north Karlantijpa Aboriginal Land Trust is good for them.
(To give some background about this translated text - In 1998, this text was
developed in English by Nic Gambold and Gladys Brown. Gladys, Nic and Fiona
Walsh had seen Bilbies on Gladys’ family lands during land surveys. Gladys
translated the text to Warlmanpa (see Gambold, Walsh and Brown 1998). Gladys
later did Bilby surveys with Rachel Paltridge then Jesse Carpenter and others. In
preparing for the Bilby Festival, Gladys wanted to read this text in Warlmanpa. In
May 2016, the text was translated back to English by David Nash and Gladys
Brown.)
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Ninu kutjuwarra mapitjalayintja
People from the Ngaanyatjarra Lands included Joyce Nelson,
traditional owner from the Tjirrkarli area, and Dulcie Watson
who, along with community members from Tjirrkarli, had been
involved in making the book ‘Ninu kutjuwarra mapitjalayintja
Ninu last journey: A Story from the Ngaanyatjarra Lands.
Both Dulcie Watson and Maimie Nginytja Butler, who translated the book from
Ngaanyatjarra into English, talked a little bit about this story. They showed people
the book. As someone interested in Ninu we suggest you buy the book too. The
book includes text, beautiful paintings and an audio CD. We were invited to look
at and buy the Tjirrkarli Ninu book.
This book tells the readers about the strong feelings associated with country and
how through the Tjukurrpa, animals like Ninu are an intimate part of these
connections. The story demonstrates how through their travels, animals such as
Ninu, made their experiences and the country familiar for the people of the
Ngaanyatjarra Lands. It illustrates why Indigenous knowledge and practice is
important for looking after the species.

modified to allow for public use.” (page 3) Nganyatjarra Council has given
permission to include a little bit of the English text in this Festival report.
“This is a real story, not a made up one, real one… The husband’s name was Yina
and his wife’s name was Marrura. They walked the lands with the sorrow of a
great loss and as they went they created parts of the land... p5 Our part of the
story starts at a place called Watja. Yina and Marrura walked here…They travelled
a long way passing through Lake Braedon... P9 … Yina died at this place and is said
to be still sitting there as a piece of white quartz. P 11 … On and on Marrura
travelled, through the prickly spinifex, over tall sand hills and across blazing lakes,
all the time singing, dancing and digging with her strong feet and hard nose to
create the soaks, rock holes, lakes and clay pans which we can see today. P 17.
Finally, she got to a place called Marrura, where, tired and grieving for her
husband and son and heavily pregnant, she said “I’ve walked far enough” and
there she stopped and can be still seen today as two rocks sitting next to the rock
holes she created on her long journey.

There are teachings in the story about how people relate to each other – like how
the cheeky men felt sorry for Marrura the Bilby mother and let her go. Outsiders
and local people get to know more about what Ngaanyatjarra lands look like.
They can read the pathway from site to site places where animals, stories and
bush people travelled. It was generous of Tjirrkarli people to share this story for
their children, children in the cites and for others so they can learn and respect.
“The story contains the theme of the original Dreaming but due to its
sacred nature and many interpretations of Dreaming stories it was
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Norma Giles speaks about her family and Ninu in the ‘People of the Western Desert’ film., Ninu book artworks by Tjirrkarli children.
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A talk from the Pitjantjatjara lands about Ninu
Nura Ward was a Ninu woman. She was a senior Pitjantjatjarra
stateswoman, teacher and philosopher too.
Nura passed away in late 2013. The talk and photos of Nura were made available
by Ara Iritija for the Bilby Festival. At the Festival, Fiona asked a Pitjantjatjara man
who was family for Nura if it was OK for the audience to see these photos. He
asked older women family members there. They said it was good to show Nura’s
work and photos. They are very proud of her as a strong woman. She wanted a
book to be made of her life and teachings; it is being published soon.

and women only. Minyma Ninu has two children with her: one she carries on her
back and one she carries in her arms. One more is not yet born. This baby was
born south of Walalkara. Her husband has gone to Mintupai for ceremonies, so
Minyma Ninu travels there to be with him. When her husband comes out of the
ceremonies to greet his wife, he is filled with joy and happiness.

What other family talks and stories could be shared about the Bilby?

These are Nura’s words:
Ngayulu Minyma Ninu. Ngayulu pakalpai Inma Minyma Ninu. Ngayuku ngunytjuku
nguratja tjukurpa. Ilturta itingka, palu ini miilmiilpa, ngayulu putu wangkapai.
Malu, Ninu, Mingkiri ankunytja, Coffin Hillta nguru Mintupaila kutu. Minyma Ninu
ankunytja. Minymaku tjitji tjunkunytja. Watiku minymaku kutju kulintjaku. Paluru
kanyiningi tjitji mankurpa: kutjara tjanangka munu kutju ampungka. Munu kutju
tjuningka. Palumpa kuri anu Mintupaiku, inmaku, ka Minyma Ninu tjitji mankurpa
tjara anu, kuri nyakunytjaku, Mintupaila. Palumpa kuri pitjangu, kuri pitjangu
munu nyangu palumpa wife, munu paluru pukularingu.
Suzanne Bryce recorded and translated this as:
I am Minyma Ninu. I am Rabbit Eared Bandicoot Woman. I dance Inma Minyma
Ninu. This dance is my mother’s tjukurpa, and comes from my mother’s country
near Iltur (Coffin Hill). I cannot say the name of the place because it is too sacred
to utter out aloud. The place is connected to the journeys of Malu, Ninu and
Mingkiri. They travel from near Iltur all the way over to Mintupai. Minyma Ninu
herself makes this journey in order to give birth to her babies there. She walks
there to be reunited with her husband. The details of this story are for senior men

Nura Ward dances as Ninu at Pukatja, Photo by Maggie Cavanagh, courtesy Ara
Iritija
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At Nura’s funeral, Pitjantjatjara women honoured the Ninu, Nura Ward and her family with Ninu dances. The actions of this inma (dance) nurture connections between Ninu
and people’s lives (Photos by Linda Rive, courtesy Ara Iritija).
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A few things Aboriginal people have said about Ninu before
Over thousands of years, Aboriginal people have said many
things about Ninu. Whitefellas have recorded a few. These
extracts show people’s observations of Bilby, what lies in old
records and where to look to learn more.
In the 1980s, some scientists took the skins of rare or extinct animals on a tour to
learn from desert people. Many Aboriginal people cried when they saw the old
animals. For years, some remembered the ‘puppet show time’. The scientists
wrote a paper ’Aboriginal knowledge of the mammals of the Central Deserts’
(Burbidge et al 1988:20) which includes information about the Bilby.
We used to follow the bilby’s path leading away. Maybe there would be a burrow
there. We used to leave the two big ones in the burrow. We wouldn’t take the big
one’s home. We used to hit the little ones in the burrow. We hit them as we were
digging along. He blocked his burrow. We used to dig along. “Wait on now, there’s
a hole now, there’s one there now” We used to pull him out. We choked him. Only
bilbies block off their burrows. The meat is medicinal; it’s very good to eat bilbies.
For colds. We used to cook them and cover them in the cooking trench (kilyirrpa).
we cooked them just a little while, possums and bilbies... They cut off the white
fluffy tail, only the white part on the tip of the tail. They bind it a little around a
stick after threading it through, before the ceremony. Yes. Bilbies are in my
country. Around Yankirrikirlangu. north-east from Alekarenge. Many used to live
there long ago. (Warlpiri Kuyu yumurru-kurlu, n.d.)
In the mid 1990s, the Threatened Species Network (TSN) also recorded Aboriginal
people’s knowledge of Bilby and threatened species. Workers involved included
Lizzie Giles (Ellis), Jenny Green, Myf Turpin, Robert Hoogenrad and Colleen
O’Malley. From that project, there are pages of old people’s stories about

different animals. These are held by Central Land Council. One day someone
should write up and share these records.
The Bilby has always been like that. He was created with big ears; he listens with
those two big ears. He listens for witchettys, for grubs that are nearby making
noise… He pulls the witchetties out with his hands that he’s been digging with…
He digs out the soft wood and pulls them out from there and eats them. (Ruby
Kngwarray, Eileen Ampetyan, Cookie Pwerl recorded in Kayteye, translated by
Jenny Green and Myf Turpin at Stirling, 30.1.98, Tape no. 592 p1)
Bilbies used to eat grass, tarvine, aylperleny, bush onions … the root from the
tarvine … The plant called aylperleny has disappeared. It’s like pencil yam similar
to tar vine, yellow flowers. That animal has disappeared. (recorded in Kayteye and
Anmatyerr, translated by J. Green M. Turpin at Stirling, 30.1.98, Tape no. 443 p5)
My granny used to dig and throw out the earth – that’s called ilkngwa. They dig
down deep with a wooden dish [to hunt Bilby]… When I was a girl I always used to
sit on the heap of dirt at the side of the hole. On the ground, that the wooden dish
had scooped out and thrown aside. I used to sit on the top. (ditto p3)
The white tail was cut off and the animal killed and eaten, and the tail cut off to
make alpeyt. The apetyt was made into headdresses. Women’s ones. (Cookie
Pwerl, Weetji Ampetyan, Ruby Kngwarray, Janie Ampetyan, recorded in Kayteye
and Anmatyerr, translated by M. Turpin and J. Green Stirling, Tape no. 448 p1)
What happened? Maybe they went away. Maybe the bosses for Bilbies finished
up, and they [the animals] finished up. The bosses for Possum finished up too. The
bosses died out and the meat animals died out. (ditto p2)

What are the old stories in archives and records about Bilby in your
country?
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Why are Ninu so special?
Meat: Ninu were once food for Aboriginal people
Ninu was a valuable meat animal for desert people who
needed food. Ninu were hunted at night when they were at
the surface or during the day they were dug from burrows.
Above Shirley described how they were hunted by chasing. Maybe a hitting stick
was thrown at them. Otherwise a hunter would have to dig fast and for a long
time; Ninu burrows were from 0.5 metre to more than 2 metres deep.
They were harder to catch than other desert animals like Mala, Golden bandicoot
or Brush-tail bettong.
Ninu had very soft fur which was plucked like feathers or down. They were gutted
like a rabbit. There are special ways to divide and share meant animals so as
certain kin relatives received certain body parts. Above Shirley spoke of how
Bilbies were tasty food.

But why was the digging and work to catch a small light meat animal
(about 1 to 2.5 kg) worth the effort to catch?
Figure 2 Top Walmajari man, Jimmy Pike, with a Bilby he caught and released but
later some family visitors found the animal (in Lowe 2002). Bottom: Warlpiri men
George Japangardi and Darby Jampijimpa with Walpajirri in 1979 (in Campbell
2006)
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Flash tails: love magic and money
Bilby tails are precious. Bilby tails relate to love and marriage.
Ninu have other uses and values beyond their meat or the Tjukurrpa stories they
hold. Ninu have long tails. They carry their tails as they move. The end of their tail
flicks up like the shape of a crescent moon. The tail is black along two thirds of its
length with longer looser white hairs at the end third. The white tail tips are very
distinct and very valuable.
People used to separate and divide Ninu tail ends into tassels. One animal’s tail
could make at least three tassels. The tail tassels were used in various ornamental
ways and had deep symbolism. For some groups, the tails were associated with
flirting, courtship, love, marriage, sexuality, procreation and related rituals. Some
uses depended on the life stage of a person.
Ninu tail tassels could be attached to men’s hair belts or made into necklaces and
other body decorations. Women twisted tail tassels were twisted into their hair to
make themselves more beautiful and attractive. Men twisted Ninu tails into their
beards to ‘make yourself flash’ meaning to attract the attention of women and
others. Occasionally tails were tucked in the rim of a cowboy hat (Doonday 2013).
Women could be gifted a necklace of Ninu tails. Maybe tails had a symbolism like
diamond rings.
In some places, Ninu tails were so valuable they were like money for some desert
people. Daisy Bates who lived at Ooldea, noted in 1929 that:
There is only one object that can be called money – the soft white tail-tip of the
rabbit bandicoot. Several of these attached to a man’s beard make him a rich man
for the time being. Milbu is the central Australian term for this money, and every
milbu has big purchasing power. Evidently the rabbit bandicoot has never been
numerous in central areas, and so its tail-tip becomes the only money of the
interior. The milbu will buy many spears, a big bundle of hair of fur string; or even
a wife. (T. Gara 1996 cited in Robinson 2003:221).

These decorations and their significance varied across Australia and for different
people in different places. There are more accounts of exceptional values that
countrymen and countrywomen gave to Bilbies that could be recorded. But some
features of the Bilby are secret so cannot be written, heard or illustrated. There
are other photos, poetry and songlines about Bilby including some so strong that
they would need special consultations with custodians before being published.
This animal was so important to desert men and women that it is likely that
physical Bilby populations were nurtured, cared for, revitalised and ‘managed’ in
various practical ways to maintain or increase the animals.

What other uses and values explain why Ninu is so special for Aboriginal
and other people?

Figure 3 Opposite top right: Ornament of Bilby tassels worn by Arrernte men and
women, X009563, Museum of Victoria; Bottom left: Necklace and string and Bilby
tails, from MacArthur River, NT, 01016, Museum of Victoria; Bottom centre: Glass
plate photograph of dress ornaments with Bilby tails in centre and left of image,
XP 14161, Museum of Victoria; Bottom right: Kayteye ornament, 0101060,
Manchester Museum
http://spencerandgillen.net/objects/50ce72ec023fd7358c8a89a5. Permissions
pending There are powerful images of women and men wearing similar
ornaments but consultations are needed to publish them..
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Linking people – Storylines, sites and special things that connect people and the Bilby across Australia
Ninu helps to connect people. Across Aboriginal Australia,
people connect through family, language, country and
Dreamings. ‘Relatedness’ is a central and valued concept
amongst Aboriginal groups. This relatedness includes people’s
relationships to each other, to animals and their songlines.

mentioned were near Kiwirrkura, near Yuendumu, near Tjirrkarli, near
Warburton, near Jigalong, near Mulan, near Indulkana, near Pipylatjarra, near
Wiluna, near Kalka, near Iltur (Coffin Hill), near Port Augusta, near Yarran Lakes
and more. Other places that are noted in books, paintings and open sources that
mention Aboriginal knowledge of Ninu include: Pitjantjatjara lands (Mantapayika,
Tjalku), Ngaanyatjarra lands near Tjirrkarli (Watja, Lake Breadon, Lurrpa-lurrpa,
Wati Warta, Marrura) and on Yankunytjatjara lands.

Some animals have skin names which directly connects them to people of related
skins and moieties. Walmajarri people told us that for them Ninu is of the
Jampijimpa / Nampijimpa skin.
At the opening of the Ninu Festival, people said they wanted to make connections
between each other – and they did. For example, people linked with each other
through Tjukurrpa lines across different countries. People from Kiwirrkura and the
Ngaanyatjarra lands networked and talked about Ninu and related animals.
There are Tjukurrpa sites, stories, ceremonies and songlines for Bilby. These occur
in various places where Bilbies used to be found. Aboriginal people believe these
places continue to hold the spirit, memory and power of the animals. The
potential for Bilbies to physically return to these places is always there.
People who hold Tjukurrpa for the animals would have been able to sing the
sequence of places where the animals travelled. They may have done sand
drawings of those songlines. On Ngaanyatjarra lands, there has been some
regional scale mapping of Bilby songlines but no other regional scale mapping is
known today.

A Ninu site, Tilun tilun near Kalka. Photo by Stewart Roper 1996 from Ara Iritija.

Where are the sites associated with Bilby and related animals on your
country? Do you know their songs and stories?

During the Ninu festival, many places were mentioned that hold Tjukurrpa for the
animal. There is Tjiturrulungu where we went on the first day. Other places
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Ninu in paintings, by artists, with sites
Artists who painted Ninu are likely to be people who hold Ninu
Dreamings.
Warlpiri, Pintupi and Luritja artists who painted Bilby-related works included:
Warlutjarrayi, near Mt. Singleton (by Michael Nelson Tjakamarra)
Tjiturulnga, just east of Mantati (by Charlie Tararu Tjungurrayi, Uta Uta Tjangala,
Long Jack and Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula)
Marnpi, south east of Kintore (Nyunmanu) (by Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri)
Pinpirrnga (Town Bore) near Kintore (Benny, Kawayi)
Kunatjarrayi, Mt Doreen (by Paddy Carroll Tjungurray)
Mikantji, north west of Papunya (by Don Tjungurrayi)

Figure 4 Etchings of Ninu by Eileen Napaltjarri and Nancy Napanangka Gibson.
Eileen has inherited a custodial role for Ninu from her father and the rights to
paint and talk about the animal. Bottom: Ninu from Tjanpi Desert Weavers,
Pilakatilyuru 2014 (From Ara Iritija)
Figure 5 Left: Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri, Wild Bandicoot Dreaming, 1988, Acrylic
on canvas 150 x 90 cm, In Songlines and dreamings by Patrick Cordially Stourton

Does your family have paintings and artworks about Ninu?
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Precious things and damage to precious things
There were Ninu increase sites. Rituals at the sites gave vitality
to Bilbies, helped their abundance and made for successful
hunting trips. Damage to these places affects the animals.
At some sites, rounded and unusual stones were seen as the bodies of Ninu.
Sadly, for custodians some stones and sites have been removed or damaged
causing, by their interpretations, the animals to be less abundant.
Baker, Woenne-Green and Mutitjulu community (1993:104) wrote about Bilby:
There is a strong Tjukurpa association between areas near Indulkana and around
Mantapayika and Tjalku. It is here that Tjalku rubs its fingernails together in the
Tjukurpa. Digging up opals here is digging up Tjalku eyes.

Other people have spoken of similar associations. This and the earlier poem
indicate that there may be connections between Bilbies and objects that shine
with colour or are iridescent.
Various Kimberley and northern desert people speak about an association
between the Bilby and Guwan or pearl shells. Within Kimberley and desert
cultures, carved pearl shells can become ceremonial objects (Akerman and
Stanton 1994; Yu, Pigram and Shioji 2015). Ancient and desert-wide rituals involve
the exchange of these pearl shells, knowledge and more by Kimberley and desert
men. This was continued during the Kiwirrkura Festival with a special event. We
cannot not write about this event.
Some people at the Festival saw connections between Bilbies and precious
objects at places spread across Australia.

Are there associations between Bilbies and precious objects? Why?

Ninu eye shine and their glistening coats are apparent in infrared movement cameras triggered at night (Photos from festival speakers)
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Ingkaia (Bilby) as a symbol of change
Some individuals saw the Bilby as a sign or metaphor of
enormous changes since Australia was colonised by
Europeans. These changes affected animals and Aboriginal
people’s lives and well-being.
Some exceptional whitefellas understood the Bilby’s importance. The famous
anthropologist T.G.H. Strehlow was speaking about the Bilby when he passed
away suddenly in 1978. As described by Justice Michael Kirby:
Professor "Ted" Strehlow … died in my arms. It was September 1978. I had never
seen a dead person before. We had met in his old room at the University of
Adelaide to prepare for the opening of an exhibition of his Aboriginal records and
artefacts from Central Australia. His last utterance was "Ingkaia". This was the
Aranda word for bandicoot.... It was a kind of metaphor. He was describing to me
a bridal headpiece made of bandicoot tails. But he was actually talking of the way
the Europeans had disrupted the lives of the Aranda people, their society and their
laws. (Kirby 2003:1)

The caption to the photo reads:
Photography by Colin F. Hentschke, from Set A. No. 144: This photograph of an
ornamental Ingkaia (‘rabbit-eared bandicoot’: Peragale lagotis), albetja
(‘ornamental tail tips’) attached to a bone pin. It was used by Aranda brides as a
head decoration. Thirty animals died for their tails to provide this one ornament:
the tails are fixed on with (black) spinifex gum and (human) hair string; they are
threaded down the centres on small sticks and bound with kangaroo sinews. The
ingkaia, a beautiful silky haired marsupial had become almost extinct in Central
Australia by the early 1900s.

I asked Strehlow to explain [the headpieces’] significance to me. It was fashioned,
he said, from bandicoots' tails. It was from the native bandicoot which had been
driven from Central Australia by the rabbit, introduced by the Europeans. The
native cat and the bandicoot were no more in these parts. The rabbit had so
expanded in numbers and domain that there was little room for the survival of the
bandicoot or the native cat. The environment upon which they depended for
survival had been despoiled. The beautiful ornament depicted on the cover
program could no longer be made. The component parts were gone, forever.
(Kirby 1980:172).
TGH Strehlow passed away when in discussions with Kirby, Ronald Berndt and
others. Their preparations for the launch of the Strehlow Research Foundation
included the catalogue which had the photo opposite on the cover (Berndt 1979).

Cover photograph on the Strehlow Research Foundation
Historical Exhibition catalogue 1978
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Ninu – The last one standing?
We’ve got to look after the Ninu. The Brush tail possum has
gone. The Burrowing bettong is gone. The Bilby is the only one
left. The Rufous hare wallaby has gone. The Pantawinta is
gone. The possum is gone. The Northern quoll is gone. We’ve
got to look after the Ninu. (Noelia Ward, Kiwirrkura)
Kartarra. Alright, we bin there all longa desert, look (for) mala. We never find ‘em.
Nothing. We bin all through. We never find ‘em possum, nothing. We never find
‘em jajirdi (western quoll), nothing. (Darby Jampijimpa in Campbell 2006:113)
Bilby or Ninu has been called ‘the last one standing’. Before colonisation there
were 25 - 30 mammal species in Australian deserts. Most types of these hairy
animals are now rare, endangered or extinct in their physical form in Central
Australia. Ninu is one that remains but it too is declining.
The loss and disappearance of so many animals make lots of people sad and
worried. Traditional owners feel these losses very strongly as the animals were a
part of them and their lives in many ways. Whitefellas are worried too.

Bandicoot, Numbat, Mala and Quoll (See 'Handing back the past’ Walsh 2012 for
photographer credits)
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Other presenters at the Ninu Festival
There were 27 PowerPoint presentations. These are available from Kate Crossing via Dropbox. The presentations were ordered into topics to do with monitoring, feral
animals and mapping, burning and fire regimes. These photos show some of the speakers and the opening slides of their presentations.

What do you remember from the presentations?
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Distribution: Where are Ninu found now and where did Ninu lived in the past?
Bilbies have moved right away, further out on country or have
perished (Nola Taylor, Martu, quoted in KJ presentation 2016)
Aboriginal knowledge, explorer and settler records and other
sources tell scientists where Bilby were found in times past.
For example, at Uluru old people remembered Ninu being very common when
they were young this would have been in the 1940s. Individuals remember the
last time they saw them on their county e.g. near Uluru they were last seen in
1987. There are no physical Ninu at Uluru any more.
People observe Bilby’s physical presence at local or small spatial scales. It is only
when people travel a long way and look carefully that they can see if animals are
in a wide area or have gone. Records and maps help people see where animals
occur at wider spatial scales i.e. in a region or nationally. Governments are
interested in ‘the big picture’ but this is made up of records from many small
places. For rangers, it is at the local or small scale of populations that they target
most of their ‘management’ actions. Both small and large scale mapping is
needed.
At the festival, Aboriginal people told us that although the Bilby may not
physically be on their lands it was still present in the spirit of Ninu places. This
shows a difference between a whitefella scientists way of understanding things
and Aboriginal ways. Ted Fields, Nardi Simpson from Ullaroi/Yuwaalayaay country
then Jacob McKenzie from Kalka on the Pitjanjatjarra lands told us how Bilby were
still there as totems, sites and in other forms on their homelands. For example,
while scientists say Bilby is long extinct in the Narran Lakes region, the traditional
owners feel they are still there. This persistence in other forms important to
Aboriginal custodians offers potential for Bilby to be re-introduced to those
places.

Bilby distributions in presentations at on-ground local, regional and
national scales
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In one activity, ranger groups for each area mapped where BIlby occur on their country
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Homes and habitats for Ninu
Ninu need homes in habitats with suitable soils to dig burrows,
an array of food types, shelter from winds and other features.
Bilby were found in many habitats across Australia from thick
woodlands to open sandplains.
In some areas, these habitats are shrinking as developments push in on them (see
Neil’s poem).

What are the typical habitats of Bilby within your country? What are the
Bilby’s preferred foods in those habitats?

Ninu like Acacia grasbyi habitat on Birriliburru and Ngaanyatjarra lands.
Have you ever seen such a big witchetty grub?
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Foods for Ninu
Ninu eat a variety of insects, seeds, tubers and more. Ninu
need plenty of good food. To care for Ninu it helps to know
what they eat to then look after, burn and manage for those
different foods.
Aboriginal people have told scientists a lot about the foods that Ninu like to eat.
Scientists have then studied and learnt more.
Ninu is probably the animal that had food most in common as people with what it
ate. Maybe that why it’s still around today. (Rachel Paltridge)
Yangi Yangi Fox told Linda Rive who translated:
We have put Patilpa (Port Lincoln Parrot) and Ninu (Bilby) on our road signs to
Pipalyatjara. Ninu came here to this area and lived here. They lived all around
here and dug big deep holes. They are great hunters of honey ants. They dig them
out and eat the tjala honey ants. They are tjala eaters. They can smell the tjala
and dig them out and eat them. They are amazing hole diggers. They also hunt
maku witchetty grubs and dig them out and eat them too.
Ninu have beautiful long noses that can sniff out the maku. Mulya wara. They dig
out the ground, expose the roots and sniff out the maku and then they break the
roots apart and pull out the maku. I was told all about this, and so that is how
come I know it. They eat tjala and maku. Ninu has great strength and can dig deep
holes and break strong roots open. We humans dig out honey ants and leave very
large holes, and we know that the Ninu comes along afterwards and keeps
digging and getting more tjala. The same goes for maku. Luckily there are still
plenty of maku and tjala around but almost no Ninu. (from Ara Iritija 16/11/2014)

(top opposite) Tuesday afternoon we drove near Wala wala to look at
some Ninu foods. Bottom: Photos about Ninu foods.
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‘Right way’ fire regimes for Ninu
Bilbies need lots of small burns to create patches that protect
them from predators, winds and provide mixed foods. Big
wildfires that clear large areas of country make it is hard for
Ninu to find food and shelter.
The combination of traditional hunting and burning helps to create many small
burns. Aboriginal rangers and land managers burn to reduce the risk of hot
season wildfires. They make many small burns in the cooler seasons.
Burning country, mapping and planning burns is a major part of the work of
rangers, traditional owners and Western scientists. Burning when walking
generally creates smaller, finer mosaics than burning by driving or helicopter.
Different strategies have to be applied in huge sparsely populated lands.

What burn patterns help Bilby families? Or hurt them?
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Ninu sandplain habitat with several different vegetation ages after burns.
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Getting fewer: Why are Ninu populations declining?
Aboriginal people and scientists have spoken of different
reasons why there are fewer Ninu. The reasons some rangers
give are now similar to scientists.
Commonly, Aboriginal people spoke of the absence of old Aboriginal people and
their practices as the main reason why there are fewer Bilbies. They typically gave
these explanations:





Fewer people holding Bilby as a totem
Damage, limited access and less care of Bilby sites
Scarcity of rituals, songs, dances and ceremonies for animals
Decline in careful hunting, burning and management of country





Competition by rabbits and other animals
Wildfire – frequent late dry season fires
Road mortality

They also see the loss of habitat with roads, agriculture, developments and towns
(as did Neil Hamaguchi in his earlier poem).
So there are different reasons and all are valid. Some people say that the funding
and resources are not allocated evenly in response to Aboriginal and scientific
views. More funding and effort needs to go into cultural ways to care for, nurture
and increase Ninu. Except for the visit to Tjiturruru, there was less chance for
participants at the festival to discuss the care of Bilbies through traditional ways.

When people are marooned in settlements and far from their sites it is harder to
care for them. These practices are essential to remember, know, hold in your
spirit and care for animals. There is truth in such views. A risk to the Bilby is that
people could forget or children not have a chance to learn and care about them.
All the old men blamed themselves that the animals had gone. Charlie Wirinju
blamed himself. He said he hadn’t been out to country - rubbed stones, sung songs
- so the animals disappeared… They hadn’t taught their children… (Dick Kimber
interview 25/5/16)
A Ngaanyatjarra woman told a story about the Ninu being taken away from Piyul
by men from another place. The Ninu was taken because the men were jealous.
(Ngaanyatjarra presenter)
Scientists typically identify these reasons for why there are fewer Bilbies in the
arid zone:


Predation by foxes, cats and other animals
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Ways to control feral Cats, Foxes, Rabbits and
stranger animals

How do you protect Bilby by controlling feral animals on your country?
What methods are acceptable to traditional owners? What methods have
been effective?

Scientists say that Bilbies are threatened by feral animals as
either predators or competitors. Feral animal control is now a
part of the work of many rangers. Control methods must be
regular, targeted and ongoing.
Some older Aboriginal people are troubled by that as some of the new animals
are important to them and it is wasteful to kill an animal and leave it. Scientists
have identified different ways to control different feral animals.
Direct hunting is one way to reduce feral animals. At Kiwirrkura and Newhaven
people get payments for feral cat tails and guts. Rachel and Kate have trials of
‘community cat strike force teams’. Other methods that are used, trialled or
tested are Cat, Dog and Fox baiting, Leg-hold traps, Cat grooming traps and
biocontrol for Rabbits (After Myxomatosis, Calicivirus, RHDV). Rachel’s report
gives more information on these choices.
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Ways to monitor Bilbies and their families (populations)
Monitoring helps to know if there are more or fewer Bilbies.
Old Aboriginal people always looked and talked about animals
but could not always see changes over wide areas. Nowadays,
monitoring happens to find out where animals are, what has
changed and why there may be problems. Different reasons to
monitor influence the methods of monitoring.

to place with continuous observations then only doing track plots where Bilby
tracks are seen. Or using local knowledge on live maps. Many groups use night
cameras on tracks or at burrows and in habitats.

Different monitoring methods were presented at the Festival. We saw examples
of monitoring by track plot, drone, DNA scat analysis, night motion and time-lapse
cameras and live map updates.
One influence on the choice of monitoring is whether the data has to be provided
to scientists and government. People have different experiences of monitoring.
Some think ways that better suit Aboriginal rangers are needed e.g. driving place
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Bringing them home: some people want fences
The Ninu festival aimed to support rangers who manage Bilby
in their country or ‘in situ’. But in many places, the Bilby has
physically gone. Several projects across Australia will bring
back Bilby and related animals and let them go in large
sanctuaries and reserves. There are also zoos and islands
where Bilbies are introduced and managed.
At the Festival, there were Ullaroi/Yuwaalayaay people who collaborate with
Taronga Zoo about possible reintroductions in NSW. In WA, the Department of
Parks and Wildlife have done some re-introductions with Martu custodians of
Matuwa/Lorna Glen. Alice Henwood Nampijimpa from Nyirrpi spoke about her
work and developments at Newhaven Wildlife Sanctuary. Alice spoke for a long
time in Warlpiri (and I’m sorry that is not written).

Jo Thurmann did a summary translation for Alice and said this:
Alice has worked for a long time at Newhaven Wildlife Sanctuary. She works there
with her daughter Christine and others. They have worked for a long time with
Rachel to hunt pussy cats. They don’t use a car or Toyota they go on foot walking,
tracking and hitting the cat with a crowbar. Sometimes they cook and eat the
cats. Recently they had a large group of whitefella visitors to Newhaven. Alice and
Christine went hunting cats, cooked them and gave them to the visitors to eat.
A big upcoming project on Newhaven is to build a fence, a big fence, two fences.
First one fence then the second fence as enclosures. Alice and Christine will kill the
cats inside the fence. Then they will help bring the animals home to Newhaven.
Animals like Ninu, Pinanyi (?spelling), Mala. They will bring the old animals back
home to country. Back to their own home.
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Aboriginal world views and Ninu
Aboriginal views of Ninu and related animals integrate People
– Country and Jukurrpa. People see relationships between
many topics and themes. There is much to learn about one
animal; one amongst many animals.
Speakers and talks at the festival touched on diverse topics. The views of
scientists mostly focus on animals in relation country with little attention to
Tjukurrpa elements and ‘people’ elements.
Aboriginal rangers have the challenge of bridging between different world views.
They are both between cultures and on the frontline of land management in
desert Australia. They want to learn about their culture and its practices, although
opportunities are reducing. They need to learn about scientific culture and ways.
Then they need to bridge these ways and put them into practice.
Ninu and its many roles within Aboriginal world views. This diagram helps
understand the many connections for Ninu. In Pintupi, the spelling would be
Tjukurrpa. (from Walsh, Dobson and Douglas 2014).
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Aboriginal rangers and whitefellas learning and
working together
My interest in working with the Kiwirrkura community is based
on a motivation to protect a remnant population of bilbies,
and a commitment to help build projects that support Pintupi
people to stay on their country, doing what they do best. [We]
demonstrated the national significance of maintaining a strong
Pintupi presence on country, is not just for the preservation of
culture but also biodiversity. (Rachel Paltridge, Thursday)
Projects on country involve many rangers, traditional owners, scientists,
neighbours (e.g. mining companies), conservation agencies and others. Aboriginal
people have much to share with these groups if they listen with care and respect.

Topics where Aboriginal knowledge informed scientists
and younger people






The geography of country – roads, places, landforms, local conditions
The landforms, habitats and places where to look for Bilby
Tracking skills for Ninu from meat hunting
Identify foods that Bilby eat. Many Bilby foods were also important foods for
desert people
Tracking skills for Cats

Ellis and Magda Curtis. They were instrumental to her field work. In her study,
Nerida used:



Their Bilby tracking skills to help find a Bilby study site
Their witchetty grub digging skills to find specimens of larvae who live in the
roots

From Christine and Magda she learnt:




How to see and read or interpret signs of Bilby from different tracks, scats
and other signs of their behaviour
How to identify that Bilby eat Witchetty or root-dwelling insect larvae
Ways or techniques to dig for different sorts of root-dwelling insect larvae

Aboriginal practices that helped Ninu and better
habitats for Ninu











Local residence, travel and observation
Knowing where to find Bilbies
Traditional ways of tracking
Surveys to find Bilby tracks, burrows and other signs
Small hunting fires in Kiwirrkura hunting zone (e.g. mean = 5 ha)
Ranger landcare fires (e.g. mean = 2,250 ha);
Reduce hot wildfires (e.g. mean 8,700 ha)
Cat hunting reduces predators of Bilby
Cat strike force teams (regular, ongoing, targeted)
Monitoring and checking Bilby after management including burning

For example, Nerida Liddle, a young scientist, recently worked with Warlpiri
rangers on a project to learn about how Bilbies use root larvae (witchetty) for
food. Nerida was supervised by Rachel and others. The rangers included Christine
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What to do next?
Near the end of the workshop each group wrote about what they wanted to do
when they went back to their homes and country. Then they shared this with
everybody and Jimmy Cocking typed it up. The recommendations at the start of
this report come from the detail within this section.



Summary











Culture – visiting sites, telling stories
Awareness and education – films, recordings, schools, festivals, live-feeds
Ranger programs and funding
On Country – fire and predator/herbivore management, rockholes and buffel
Mapping and data collection – working together, Bilby Blitz

General Other Recommendations










Recognise that whilst Bilby may be physical absent in some regions it persists
as a species of exceptional totemic, spiritual and cultural importance to
certain Aboriginal people and groups.
Improve or maintain community-based cross-cultural approaches with
traditional owners, rangers, trusted intermediaries and respected
organisations.
Anything other than feral cats and ninu? – there are other species about
there that we need to care about eg. Foxes, buffel, mallee fowl, camels – the
works!
Conservation is not just about fences
Ensure secure funding to support work to extend beyond individual IPAs,
support the next generation of rangers to continue tackling these issues
Need a clear definition of conservation with cultural plan for conservation



Ninu on cattle country – having conversations with cattle stations about
protecting Ninu on stations
Precautionary principle – ability not to build a fence – if you don’t have the
evidence that something is not safe to do, don’t do it – need to talk more
about it before acting
Rock wallaby – warru
Share the film with TOs and advisory groups
Water sites being damaged by camels

Aboriginal culture





Culture needs to be at the heart of conservation
Cultural festival – representatives from group to do workshops at Beagle Bay
fest – and others?
Keep the strong cultural links – produce resource packs for rangers to balance
the two-way knowledge sharing
Visit Bilby cultural sites and take traditional owners to look for Bilbies

Awareness and education








Teach young people
School trips with Ranger programs – funding to roll out in other communities
Schools – live feed on bilbies – Bilby Feed from captive and wild populations
Education and creating awareness packages for schools – bilby needs
protection from the whole community – paint the big picture across different
language groups – get kids out on country for bilbies
KJ program – Martu IAS funding for junior ranger program in Punmu – strong
ties to cultural knowledge – in the school curriculum
Share the cultural and scientific knowledge – build awareness
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Media skills for rangers and anyone involved and get media orgs on board
Raise local awareness about the threats to Ninu eg. Buffel, fire, cats
Sharing on social media
Remote indigenous media associations – get in touch and make films about
being out on country, ninu work and cultural connections.
Tell the 15% of range and 80% on Aboriginal lands story
Webinars – Save the Bilby Fund
Design and produce children’s pajamas with Bilbies printed on them

Rangers and ranger programs







Raise the profile of indigenous rangers
Get out and start looking for bilbies
Get busy with implementing small fire regime
Start a burning program
Concrete strategy – involving tracking, monitoring and hunting
Donkeys – real pest, challenge with Elders to talk donkey management
manage, navigate through the Christian roots







Get the country ready for reintroductions
IPAs – next 10-20 years for 2 million cats? Talk with other groups and develop
strategy and plans to cut down the cat numbers
Targeted cat control – ‘not a lost cause’
Track plot monitoring and improving datasets
Traditional cat hunting stories and create an integrated – trapping and
hunting program

Data



Bilby blitz – next year
Mapping work and get the red distribution range line right

What have you done since the Kiwirrkura Ninu Festival to learn about
and better look after Ninu? What other ideas have you or your group
had?
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Bilby festival book by Kiwirrkura school children
Children are central to Kiwirrkura life and to the care of
Aboriginal lands in the future. People want to teach their
children and grandchildren about the cultural ways of their
grandparents and for them to learn Western ways too.
Children of the Kiwirrkura School middle class were invited by the Kate, Rachel
and the rangers to come along on Wednesday afternoon when all people at the
Bilby festival went to a sandplain north of Karilwarra. Younger ones were
watching and listening to the older people and the scientists. The children learnt
about Ninu tracks, Ninu burrows, food they eat and the sandplain and burns
where Ninu homes can be found.
Back in their classroom, the children and their teacher drew and wrote about
their trip. They made this into a large book. On the last day, they presented this
book to Kate, Rachel and others. We were very happy to see such a special book
made by clever children. Kate will keep a copy of the book in the Kiwrrkura IPA
office for everyone to see.

What can be done for children on your country to learn about Bilbies?
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List of questions for readers
Why did you come for the Ninu Festival at Kiwirrkura? What have you told other people about it?............................................................................................................ 12
Are Bilbies special to you? Why? ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 16
What did you see at Kiwirrkura or in the country around Kiwirrkura that interested you? .......................................................................................................................... 17
Who did you meet? Where were they from? What did you learn from them? Why did they interest you? ................................................................................................. 18
What names do your old people call Bilby? What other names do you know? What are the meanings within these names? ..................................................................... 25
What dictionary records are there for Bilby in your languages?.................................................................................................................................................................... 26
What other family talks and stories could be shared about the Bilby? ......................................................................................................................................................... 34
What are the old stories in archives and records about Bilby in your country?............................................................................................................................................. 36
But why was the digging and work to catch a small light meat animal (about 1 to 2.5 kg) worth the effort to catch? .................................................................................. 38
What other uses and values explain why Ninu is so special for Aboriginal and other people?...................................................................................................................... 39
Where are the sites associated with Bilby and related animals on your country? Do you know their songs and stories? ............................................................................ 41
Does your family have paintings and artworks about Ninu? ......................................................................................................................................................................... 42
Are there associations between Bilbies and precious objects? Why? ........................................................................................................................................................... 43
What do you remember from the presentations? ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 46
What are the typical habitats of Bilby within your country? What are the Bilby’s preferred foods in those habitats? ................................................................................. 52
What burn patterns help Bilby families? Or hurt them?................................................................................................................................................................................ 54
How do you protect Bilby by controlling feral animals on your country? What methods are acceptable to traditional owners? What methods have been effective? ....... 57
What have you done since the Kiwirrkura Ninu Festival to learn about and better look after Ninu? What other ideas have you or your group had?................................. 63
What can be done for children on your country to learn about Bilbies? ....................................................................................................................................................... 65
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Films shown at the Festival
People of the Western Desert, Dunlop, Shows Bilby on Ngaanyatjarra lands at Tika Tika
and father of Norma Giles, Available National Sound and Film Archive
Benny and the dreamers, http://www.roninfilms.com.au/feature/480/benny-dreamersfrom-caama-collection.html
Putuparri the rain maker, http://putuparriandtherainmakers.com
Wanyja mankarr? Where is Bilby? http://www.kj.org.au/mankarr-bilby/ 2014, 6 mins
Concept, writing, co-direction, Fiona Walsh. Edited by David Wells.
The Walpajirri dreaming. [videorecording] 1981. Written and produced by John
Vandenbeld. The World We Share series. Sydney Australian Broadcasting
Commission. 1 videocassette 20 min. VHS. Broadcast 28 July 1982. Producer:
John Vandenbell. Available for sale $150 from ABC TV Adelaide ph.(08)3434601
with zoologist Ken Johnson and Darby Jampijinpa] Describes the close association
of the Warlpiri people of the Central Desert with the Walpijirri or bilby.
http://www.arkive.org/greater-bilby/macrotis-lagotis/

The Guardian - First Dog On the Moon posts
In search of the elusive Ninu bilby out in the middle of nowhere
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jun/21/in-search-of-theelusive-ninu-bilby-out-in-the-middle-of-nowhere
I got a T-shirt with all the bilby names on it. This is the greatest day of my life!
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jun/22/i-got-a-t-shirt-withall-the-bilby-names-on-it-this-is-the-greatest-day-of-my-life
We learned how to track bilbies and we saw a burrow! This is amazing!
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jun/23/we-learned-how-totrack-bilbies-and-we-saw-a-burrow-this-is-amazing
Goodbye Kiwirrkura – you are confounding, never-changing and always different
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jun/24/goodbyeKiwirrkura-you-are-confounding-never-changing-and-always-different
Country Needs People (2016) Latest News- Knowledge, country and respect: how the
bilby brought them together

http://www.countryneedspeople.org.au/lessons_from_indigenous_range
rs_in_the_desert

Media from the Festival

Bush Heritage - Indigenous Bilby Festival
http://blog.bushheritage.org.au/blog/article/indigenous-bilby-festival

Ninu Festival 2016, 13 min 28 sec video by Shane Mulcay and David
Nixon, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tM3pNe9UBBQ

ABC National Rural News http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-24/Kiwirrkura-rangerpatrick-green-speaking-at-bilby-festival/7539910

Trailer featuring Kiwirrkura Ranger Patrick Green video by Shane Mulcay and David Nixon
byhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrlWsF9iq6s

Kanyirninpa Jukurrpa News , Martu travel over 500km to bilby festival
http://www.kj.org.au/martu-travel-over-500km-to-bilby-festival/

Ninu (Bilby) Festival Kiwirrkura, WA, 1 min 45 sec video by Jen Kruesser
http://www.territorynrm.org.au/single-post/2016/07/18/VIDEO-TNRM-goes-tothe-Kiwirrkura-Ninu-Bilby-Festival
Gregory Andrews Threatened Species Commissioner From the Bilby Festival: Why the
Bilby is worth celebrating, 4 min 17sec
https://www.facebook.com/TSCommissioner/posts/1619412311682802
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How this report was compiled
This report has been compiled by Fiona Walsh. Fiona was the facilitator of the
Ninu Festival. Although, her role was more like a chairperson as there were too
many people for facilitation.
At the festival there were many talks and presentations. Some were planned in
the program and others were offered during it. It was vital to ‘make space’ for
Aboriginal speakers and we did. The festival or conference week was a blended
event where people were looking to learn from each other and collaborate rather
than a ‘them and us’ or Aboriginal and scientist separation. Most people there
had some familiarity with cross-cultural work.

is scattered in many places. Much more work could be done to pull together
information about the cultural values of Bilby.
This report was compiled on a five-day contract so it has limitations particularly in
relation to language. Much talk at the Festival was in different Aboriginal
languages. This report has some paragraphs in Aboriginal languages but it does
not reflect the high proportion that was spoken.

Fiona compiled this report from the content of presentations, public open talk
from participants and materials brought to festival by participants. She has given
priority to Aboriginal speakers because Rachel Paltridge’s report ‘What did we
learn from the 2016 Ninu Festival? includes more content from the scientists.
The week was filmed by two camera men. Kate Crossing now holds a lot of video
footage. This includes more traditional owners speaking in Western Desert
languages than could be included in this report or the videos. If archived, this
footage may be used for future research about Aboriginal experiences of Bilby.

Fig. 1 My son, Tahl, meets a Bilby with
a ranger at Alice Springs Desert Park,
by Fiona Walsh, 2001

This report also includes Bilby-related content from a short desk-top search for
published literature, artworks, interviews and from public museum materials.
These examples hint at of some of the beautiful detail and deep information that
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